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SHORT SYNOPSIS:
When a transnational pipeline leads to a successful third Québec referendum, a small road at the
Québec-New Brunswick border becomes a lightning rod of conflict between the new Québec military,
the Canadian Armed Forces, and two indigenous women who traverse the border frequently.

LONG SYNOPSIS:
After a transnational pipeline leads to a successful third Québec referendum, the newly formed Québec
Armed Forces makes their presence felt at the new Québec-Canadian borders.
At a small road between Québec and New Brunswick, Lt. Hassan and his section of Québec troops stop
Susan and Meetos, two Cree women, as they pass into New Brunswick for Susan’s journalism work.
Meetos, Susan’s sister, is upset by the military being on traditional Mi'kmaq land and pushes for Susan
to start covering this story.
Hours later, a small section of Canadian Armed Forces led by 2nd Lt. Sauvé arrives, demanding that
Hassan’s soldiers back down as Québec cannot really be separating. Hassan refuses leading to animosity
between the two sides. Things escalate when Sauvé sets up a second Canadian checkpoint on the other
side of Hassan prompting Hassan to stop allowing in individuals who cannot furnish a Québec ID. With
the Canadians now not allowing rejected Québec visitors back into New Brunswick (and a French foreign
national stuck between the two border checkpoints), Meetos forces Susan to come back and film the
chaos and military presence at the border. With tensions escalating, a weapon’s misfire launches both
sides into a hot war.
Susan’s footage of gunfire blows up on the news cycle, though is attributed to Krystal Vallée, a YouTube
journalist who ‘borrowed’ it and is now on the scene. With the Canadians holding onto a Québec
prisoner of war, Hassan manages to use Krystal Vallée as a distraction to steal the prisoner and the
Canadian LAV1 tank. Sauvé, embarrassed, leads her troops after Hassan deeper into New Brunswick.
With the border now empty, Meetos and some Mi’kmaq land defenders set up their own blockade to
protect traditional lands from the proposed pipeline construction.
With some Québec soldiers distracted by the fact they haven’t been paid, Sauvé and her team gain the
upper hand through an ambush. With nowhere to turn, Hassan destroys a Canadian flag, almost leading
to his execution at the hands of Sauvé. All of which is prevented by the presence of the United Nations
and the world’s eyes on this new Canadian civil war and Meetos’ blockade.
With both Québec and Canada, trying to save face, Hassan and Sauvé discover the limits of their
patriotism as Québec and Canadian politicians now get involved, trying to appease Meetos and the land
defenders while projecting a calm face to the world. When a press conference reveals a CanadianQuébec truce (sovereignty for a pipeline) that pleases no one, Meetos disrupts it leaving Hassan and
Sauvé confused about their loyalties.

When Hassan and Sauvé are later ordered to take the blockade, they decide to join forces with the land
defenders. Except the land defenders and Meetos tell them to fuck off.
So the three un-unified groups are left together/apart on a tiny road as the rest of the Canadian/Québec
military tries to crush them in order to clear the blockade for the pipeline.

PRODUCTION NOTES:
Funded by the Telefilm Canada Talent-to-Watch Program and shot over the course of 12 days almost
entirely on a small sideline road in Pickering, Ontario, Québexit was created with the multi-hyphenate
talents of its cast and crew.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE:
During the 1995 Québec sovereignty referendum, a family member of mine, a francophone officer in the
Canadian Air Force received a phone call from the Québec provincial government asking him, in the
event of an Oui win, whether he would be willing to help form the military of an independent Québec.
He responded with a fax, his middle finger along with 'je suis très fier d’être canadien’.
My family is replete with these stories, the inevitability of being caught between two vibrant, powerful
forces. Growing up an assimilated French Canadian, it took me over twenty years before I could properly
pronounce my last name. In the military, my father also had to navigate the terrain of multiple
identities. A frog to the Anglos, a traitre or vendu to Francos, we interpreted his unwillingness to speak
French at home as a way to save us from being torn apart by two solitudes.
Are you Québecois if you speak French as a second language? Are the four centuries worth of Demers
graves in Québec severed from you due to your linguistic betrayal? Can you be two things at once?
Three? Exploring who you are becomes a discovery of where you feel you belong. Naively, you
sometimes think you can be all of these things, but the world often pushes you to choose. Trying to tell
a story about your own political and national identity becomes a marsh of complexity, often bumping
and shifting up against that of others.
So, you try and dramatize your confusion through the politics of your childhood. And with any attempt
to tell a story about Canada, you quickly realize you cannot tell it alone. It becomes everyone’s story,
regardless of background, language, history, political or regional allegiance. What you are left with is the
chaos of this complexity. And in the confrontation between all these forces comes some comedy and
some revelations, each side with their grievances (though some clearly more potent than others).
Canada cannot exist without all these voices, but the strain to hear them all may be its undoing.
It’s absurd and comedy may have to be the only antidote. I don’t know. Film has always been a good
way of finding out.
- Joshua Demers

KEY CREATIVES BIOS:
Director/Producer/Co-Writer – Joshua Demers
Joshua Demers is an award-winning writer, director and producer based in Canada. He has a wide array
of interests…sometimes too wide…
Born on a military base in Cold Lake, Alberta to a francophone Québecois father and an anglophone
mother, he bounced around Ontario and Alberta as a child before settling in Toronto… sort of. There he
graduated from York University with a Master of Screenwriting and a Bachelor of Film Production
(summa cum laude). He was also a mentoree through the CMPA Mentorship Program and started
working with Canadian film producers on how to struggle feature films over the line.
His short film, Emily 1898-1910, was funded through the now defunct BravoFACT and was selected as
part of the 2015 CBC Short Film Faceoff. Other shorts, such as Norma Jeane & the Tropic of
Cancer, streamed at various international film festivals.
Joshua directed the first season of the web series Kristal Clear, created/written by Amanda Fahey (Anne
with an E, Saving Hope), which received the awards for Best Web Series and Best Actress in a Comedy
(Melanie Leishman) at Hollyweb. Other festival appearances and wins included it being one of two
Canadian projects selected for the New York Television Film Festival, and a win for Best Visual Effects at
the International Academy of Web Television Awards.
His feature film debut as a director, the trilingual political comedy Québexit, was funded through
Telefilm Canada’s Talent to Watch program. It later won the Best Screenplay in a Borsos Film (shared
with co-writers Gail Maurice and Xavier Yuvens) at the Whistler Film Festival.
He is in development on an untitled horror project to follow up Québexit and is a producer with creator
Shannon Fewster on her digital series, Lady Ada’s Secret Society, slated for a 2021 shoot/release.
Other production credits include serving as a production manager on the documentary Gordon
Lightfoot: If You Could Read My Mind, as well as the digital series Damaged (also line producer)
and Sudden Master. He also served as Triptych Media’s associate producer on The Girl King and has
performed a variety of other functions: COVID-19 Safety Coordinator (A Family Seduction), Business
Affairs (Prisoner X), development researcher for an upcoming Insight Productions project and TAD
(Skating to New York).
Overall, he has 11+ years in the Canadian film and digital content industries and speaks good French for
an anglophone (or an assimilated French Canadian).
Creatively he is drawn to the empathic power of stories and narratives to shape and explore our lives as
well as the intersection of identity, language and politics. In the words of Jean Renoir, ‘the awful thing
about life is this: everyone has their reasons’.
And he loves finding them all.

Producer/Story Editor – Shannon Fewster
Shannon Fewster is a Toronto based Producer, Writer and Creator.
She is the producer of feature film Québexit. A recipient of funding from Telefilm in the inaugural Talent
To Watch program, Joshua Demers is the director. She produced Kristal Clear which won Best Series and
Best Actress in a comedy at Hollyweb 2018 among many other awards and official selections.
She created Lady Ada's Secret Society, a digital series with the motivation to encourage teen girls in
computer science by giving them comedic role models of girls who code, invent and make mischief. Lady
Ada's Secret Society was the 2018 winner of the Cayle Chernin Award for Media Production and is
funded by Ontario Creates and Shaw Rocket Fund.
Some of her Film and Television credits include, Line Producer of an upcoming Vice US series, Associate
Producer for The Amazing Race Canada: Seasons 6 and 7, Associate Producer on Born To Be Blue
starring Ethan Hawke produced by New Real Films, Assistant Production Coordinator on Midnight’s
Children directed by Deepa Mehta, filmed on location in Sri Lanka.
Shannon was the co-producer of web series Sudden Master [Vancouver Web Fest, Rockie Awards,
Hollyweb], producer of Divorce Photographer [Hollyshorts, CIFF, Whistler, San Jose] a short film
produced with the National Screen Institute as part of their short dramatic program in 2014 and Emily
1898-1910 [CBC Short Film Face Off] a BravoFact short film.
Co-Writer/Cast: ‘Meetos’ – Gail Maurice
Gail Maurice is a fluent Cree/Michif speaking actor and an award-winning independent filmmaker and
Arts Laureate. She is a Canadian Screen Award nominee for Best Supporting Actress in a television series
for Trickster. She was nominated for Best Supporting Actress in a feature film by the American Indian
Film Institute for her work in The Incredible 25th Year of Mitzi Bearclaw. She translated and was
supporting in Night Raiders, a Danis Goulet/Taiki Waititi production. She translated, was supporting and
won Best Screenplay for Québexit at the Whistler Film Festival. She was recurring in Barkskins, a
BBC/National Geographic production. She was Rita Colchak in Jordan Peele’s The Twilight Zone, Dorothy
Pine in the hit CTV series Cardinal, Sarah in the award-winning detective web series Cold, Inez in Falls
Around Her, Annabelle Bearclaw in The Incredible 25th Year of Mitzi Bearclaw and Coyote in The
Inconvenient Indian. She is currently prepping her feature film directorial debut Rosie, which she wrote
& produced.
Co-Writer/Cast: ‘Lt. Xavier Hassan’ – Xavier Yuvens
Xavier is a Québécois-Indonesian actor working both in French and English in Toronto. His film and TV
credits include Québexit (Telefim, Best Screenplay in a Borsos Film, Whistler Film Festival 2020), Meilleur
Avant (Telefilm), Rosie (Assini Productions), Rencontres (Bell Media) and Canada: The Story of Us (CBC).
He was part of the Dora Mavor Moore award-nominated ensemble of Les Zinspirés 3D, put on by the
Théâtre Français de Toronto. He studied Screenwriting at Université du Québec à Montréal and is
currently enrolled in the Translation program of the Continuous Studies department of University of

Toronto. He was thrilled to come onboard Québexit at the writing stage and examine the questions of
sovereignty and inherited identity.
Allison Coon-Come – Story Editor
Allison Coon-Come comes from the Mistissini community of the Cree nation in Québec. She has already
directed films with the help of Wapikoni Mobile include Eddie, which was a runner-up on the 2015 CBC
Short Film Face-off. Reacting to the elements around her, she creates images of pure emotions and her
artistic work is driven by her desire to understand the world. Her quest for knowledge compels her with
a desire to look beyond appearances and borders. Allison wants to continue studying cinema, so she can
pursue a career as a director.
Avi Federgreen – Executive Producer
Avi Federgreen’s over twenty-five years of experience in the Canadian film industry includes over sixty
films produced.
Federgreen’s newly completed films, which are travelling around the film festival circuit include
Motherly and For The Sake Of Vicious. Current films in release include Clapboard Jungle, and Things I Do
For Money. Federgreen also is the creator of the Indiecan10K & Indiecan20K First Feature Initiatives that
have now helped 8 first features get made in Canada.
Federgreen's other producing credits include One Week, Still Mine, Kiss and Cry, Prisoner X, Score: A
Hockey Musical, Relative Happiness, How To Plan An Orgy in A Small Town, Moon Point, I’m Yours,
Hungry Hills, High Life, Leslie, My Name Is Evil, Lifechanger, Man Running, and Altered Skin to name a
few.
In the Summer of 2019 Federgreen directed his first short film Red Balloon which is now travelling the
festival circuit, and in Fall of 2020 Federgreen directed his first feature film A Family Seduction for
Neshama Entertainment / Marvista Entertainment.
Daniel Morin – Executive Producer
Daniel Morin has worked in the television industry for more than 18 years. Over this period, he
developed a strong expertise in character-driven documentary series and scripted television and
cinema. In the past years, he’s produced many hours of content in co-production with France, Germany,
Finland, Sweden and Australia amongst many domestic productions. His productions have aired
internationally on a plethora of networks including: CBC, Showcase, Bravo, Discovery Channel Canada &
USA, Travel Channel, BBC, Current TV (USA), Foxtel (Australia) & France 2. For the past 3 years Daniel
has worked at Vice Studio Canada as VP of Production; in that period he has helped to produce more
than 170 hours of original, award-winning content that is broadcast across the globe.
Elisa L. Iannacone – Director of Photography
Elisa L. Iannacone has worked on six continents as cinematographer, speaker and journalist, producing
work for outlets such as Newsweek, National Geographic, and BBC World. Covering challenging
environments, from the Rabaa massacre in Cairo, to domestic violence within Iraqi refugee camps, has

fuelled her work with social consciousness. Her traveling art exhibition and book, The Spiral of
Containment: Rape's Aftermath, detail her experience as a rape survivor healing trauma alongside 24
fellow survivors' voices, through the mediums of photography, film, holographic projections and
soundscapes. It was launched at the OXO Tower Bargehouse Gallery in London and will be touring the
globe in years to come, headed next for The Castle of Good Hope in Cape Town.
Her work as DOP has screened on television, online and film festivals around the globe. Her imagination
sources inspiration from colours, textures and flavours that have been etched within her mind
throughout my travels.

CAST AND KEY CREATIVE:
Directed by Joshua Demers
Produced by Shannon Fewster & Joshua Demers
Written by Gail Maurice, Xavier Yuvens & Joshua Demers
Executive Producers: Daniel Morin, Avi Federgreen
Starring: Gail Maurice, Alison Louder, Xavier Yuvens, Nicole Joy-Fraser, Daniel Gravelle, Alexandre Côté,
Mélanie Bray, Voytek Skrzeta, Inderpal Saluja, Valérie Descheneaux, Andrew White-Martin, Emmanuel
Kabongo, Nathalie Nadon, Florian François, Pierre Simpson, Kyle McDonald, Keenan Grom, Samantha
Brown, Jennifer Vallance
Director of Photography: Elisa L. Iannacone
Coconut Effect Productions

